
UK Doors and Shutters new range of insulated side
hinged garage doors is proudly designed and built at
our production facility in Bolton.

Every detail has been carefully considered and
designed to make a stand-out door. We form
complete door panels at our factory for perfect looks,
proportions and performance, inside and out.

Dual steel skins bonded to a thermal core create
200mm thick insulated panels. Panels are mounted
in specially extruded aluminium surrounds and
completed with an aluminium frame. All components
are precision machined for the ideal combination
of high-grade engineering, great performance and
stunning good looks.

UKCA marked and manufactured under our ISO 9001
quality systems, you can be sure of safety, reliability
and quality.

Explore the range of elegant door designs, clever
features and custom options here!

As standard, every door has
a robust handle, latch and
deadlock with an adjustable
keep for precise latching and
an internal thumb turn for
effortless operation.

Concealed shoot bolts at the top and bottom of the inactive
leaf hold the door securely in place. The adjustable keeps
allow for easy alignment of the leaf position for a precise fit.

Double seals to the door
leaf and frame help protect
against the weather and
limit dust and debris
entering your garage.

A gasket between the door
leaf frame and insulated
panel further helps seal the
door against the elements.

The colour matched
hinges are adjustable in 3
directions, allowing for easy
alignment of the leaves,
should it be required.

For an added level of
security, 3-point locking
with twin hook locks, is
available as an option.

Stainless steel pull handles
are a sleek alternative to
the standard lever handle
and are supplied with a ball
catch and deadlock.

Doors are available in a classic ripple
-textured finish in the solid colours
shown below:

Horizontal Wide Rib Horizontal Medium Rib

Vertical Wide Rib Vertical Medium Rib

Solid with
1500mm pull bars

(1200mm also available)

Doors have a very neat, flat
inner face, free from joints.

The paint
finish is a
highly durable
powdercoat
ripple texture
that gives an
attractive finish
with excellent
resiliance.

Doors have a
Chrome handle as
standard and are
also available with
the finish options
shown below:

Chrome

Brass Black White

Aluminium Brushed
Stainless Steel

Solid shown closed

U-Value
2.8 W/m²K

At 2.8 (based on a 2250mm x
2040mm door), the UK Doors and
Shutters insulated door compares
favourably to some types of
double-glazed windows.

Colour Options

Handle Finish Options

Signal White
RAL 9003

Grey White
RAL 9002

Pebble Grey
RAL 7032

Dusty Grey
RAL 7037

Traffic Grey
RAL 7042

Light Grey
RAL 7035

Window Grey
RAL 7040

Silver Grey
RAL 7001

Iron Grey
RAL 7011

Slate Grey
RAL 7015

Graphite Grey
RAL 7024

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7016

Black Grey
RAL 7021

Jet Black
RAL 9005

Steel Blue
RAL 5011

Cobalt Blue
RAL 5013

Gentian Blue
RAL 5010

Signal Blue
RAL 5005

Light Blue
RAL 5012

Moss Green
RAL 6005

Chartwell Green
BS 14 C 35

Ruby Red
RAL 3003

Traffic Red
RAL 3020

Chocolate Brown
RAL 8017

Clay Brown
RAL 8003

Mahogany Brown
RAL 8016

Light Ivory
RAL 1015

Cream
RAL 9001

ISO
9001

All UK Doors and Shutters
products are UKCA

marked and built within
our audited ISO 9001

quality systems
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